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SUMMARY
#m investigation has beer,made to determine the effects at high angles of
attack of configuration variab±es on the sc&tlc aerodynamic characteristics of
a typical high-tail transport configuration. Tests were made in the Langley
high-speed 7- by lO-foot tunuel at a Mach number of 0.21 and a Reynolds number
of 0.78 x lO6, based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord. Data are also included
from tests made in the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel to determine the effect
of .Math number. The test angle-of-attack range extended from about -9° to 50°.
The configux%tion variables which were investigated included body size and
shape, nacelle size and location, wing section, and horizontal-tall vertical
position, size, and taper ratio. The effects of wing leading-edge devices and
wir_ double-slott_l flaps on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics were
determined for the basic high-tall configuration. In addition, the control
effectiveness of zhe horizontal stabilizers and the effectiveness of the
spuiler, aileron, and rudder controls were determined for selected test con-
figurations to angles of attack of about 90°. Preliminary sideslip effects
were also determined for the basic configuration.
The investigation showed that nonlinearity of the post-stall pitching-
moment curve was traceable, to a large extent, to the nacelle wake which at high
angles of attack blankets the horizontal tail. The fuselage-forebody lift, at
high angles of attack, was also shown to influence the pitcs curve past the
stall of the wing. Factors such as increased fuselage c_ss-section size and
i increased forebody length aggravated the post-stall pitch nonlinearity, but
fuselage wake effects did not change the available tail power to any appreci-
able extent.
Increased horizontal-tail size was shown to have a favorable effect on the
post-stall pitch curve. Auxiliary horizontal-taLl surfaces located _ow on the
after part of the fuselage provided a similar but mcre pronounced linearizing
effect. Significant improvements An the post-stall pitching-moment _aracter-
I istics were obtained by relocating the aft-mounted nacelles to positions where
I the 'nacelleswere shielded by the wake of the wing or fuselage.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past several years many _ircraft have been built which ha_._employed
horizontal stabilizers mounted high on the vertical fin. Research conducted
from 1947 to 19_8 has shown that such configurations properly designed exhibit
linear pitchlng-moment characteristics up to the angle of attack at which the
wiD_ stalls. Beyond the primary wing stall, however, very little is documented
concerning configuration variables which tend to produce satisfactory pitching-
moment characteristics. Therefore, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration has initiated an experimental wild-tunnel program in order to
study the configuration variables which might be erpected to affect the linear-
ity of the pitching-moment curve beyond the primary wing stall.
The purpose of this paper is to present selected results obtained from the
experimental wind-tunnel program to provide an indication of the effects of:
body size and shape, nacelle size and location, wi_ leading-edge devices, wing
double-slotted flap, wing section, and horizontal--tailvertical position, size,
and taper ratio on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a typical
high-tail transport corTiguration. In addition, experimental results are
included herein which show the control effectiveness of the horizontal stabi-
lizer and the effectiveness of the spoiler, aileron, and rudder coutrols of the
test configurations. Preliminary sideslip effects are also i _ciuded for the
basic configuration.
Tests were couducted in the Langley high-speed 7-_by ]O-foot tunnel at a
Mach number of 0.21 and a Reynolds number of 0.78 × i06, based on the wing mean
aerodynamic chord. Data are also included f__0mtests made in the Langley
t1_sonic dsmamics tunnel to determi-lethe effect of _ch number. The tef;t
angle-of-attack range extended from about __o to 50°.
In order to expedite publication, the_e data are presented without detailed
analysis.
SYMBOLS
The data which are presented herein are referred to 5he body-axis system
with the exception of lift and &rag which are referred to the stability-axis
system. All the data contained herein are referred to a moment center located
at the 0.40 point of the mean aerodynamic chord of the basic wing. (See
figs. l(a) to (d).) The coefficients were nondimensionalized by using the
geometry o_ the basic wing with the exception of the coefficients for the con-
,I figurations having reduced wing aspect ratios. (See table I. )
The units used f 'the physical quantities defined in this paper are givenboth in U.S. Customary Units and in the International System of Units (SI).
Factors relating the two systems are 6z.venin reference i.
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A aspect ratio, b2/S
b reference wing span, 46.40 inches (117.86 centimeters)
c local chord of airfoil, inches (centlmeters)
mean aerodynamic chord of basic wing, 6.69 inches (16.99 centimeters)








C_ effective dihedral parameter, _Cz/_8
Cm pitchlng-moment coefficient, Pitching moment
qS_
Cn yawing-moment coefficient, Yawing moment
qSb






M free-stream Mach number
q free-stream dynamic pressrre, pounds per square foot (newton per
square meter)
S area of basic wing, including body intercept, 1.92 square feet
(O.1784 square meter)
- - T
Sa area of auxiliary horizontal tail, square feet (square meters)
St area of horizontal tail, square f_et (square meters)
R Reynolds number based on
x longi_udinal distance from the leading edge of airfoil section,
measured in reference plane
3
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zu vertical distance from airfoil section reference plane to upper
surface of airfoil (positive alrection up)
z_ vertical distance from _irfoll section reference plane to lower
surface of airfoil (positive direction up)
zt vertical distance frcm wing reference plane to horizontal tall
reference plane (positive direction up)
it incidence of horizontal tail (negative trailing edge up), degrees
angle of attackj degrees
8a deflection of aileron (negative trailing edge up), degrees
8r d_flection of rudder (negative trailir_ edge right), degrees
sideslip angle, degrees
Model componefits:
B1 "pear-shaped" body having larger radius on top
B2 "pear-shaped" body having larger radius on bottom
B3 circular 0ody
Bk small bo_y
B_ combination of B1 and B2. B2 shape forward and B1 shape rearward
B6 shortened B1
Wi basic wing, having NACA 64A409 airfoil section
W2 basic wing equipped with double-slotted flaps
W3 wing having NACA 23012 airfoil section
H1 small horlzont_l tall having taper ratio 0.29 and St = 0.17S
H2 medium horizontal tail having taper ratio 0.29 and St = 0.22S
H3 large horizontal tail having taper ratio 0.29 and _- = 0.30





N2 medium (basic) nacelle
N3 large nacelle
V1 vertical tall having horlzontal-tall pivot 10.80 inches
(27°43 centimeters) above wing reference plane
V2 vertical tail having horizontal-tall pivot 12.80 inches
(32.51 centimeters) above wing reference plane
V3 vertical tall having horlzontal-tall pivot 8.80 inches
(22.35 :entimeters) above wing reference plane
V4 vertical tall havi_g horlzontal-tall pivot 6.90 inches
(17.53 centimeters) above wing reference plane
!_ V5 vertical tall having horizontal-tall pivot in wing reference plane
:i V6 vertical tail having horizontal-tail pivot 1.0 inch
(2.5_ centimeters) below wing reference plane
S--Aa= 0,04
HA1 small auxiliary horizontal tall having S
HA2 medium auxiliary horizontal tail having Sa _:0.08S
Sa
HA3 large auxiliary horizontal tail having _- = 0.13
s full-span spoiler on upper surface of right wing _panel
Si inboard spoiler on upper surface of right wing panel
DESCRIPTION OF MODELS
Drawings of four of the test configurations, various model components, and
nacelle arrangements are presented in figures l(a) to (m). Photographs of the
basic configuration installed in the two test facilities are shown in figure 2.
q_e geometric characteristics of the model components and ordinates of the high-
lift devices are presented in tables I and II3 respectively.
Bodies
The typical cross section of the basic body B1 had slightly flattened
sldes_ a circular bottom portion, and a larger circular top portion. Except
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for small areas n_ar the nose and the aft part of body i, the differences in
the radii of the circular portions resulted In a "-_,ar-shaped" fuselage. (See
fig. l(a).) Body 2 B2 as shown in figure l(b) w' _n inverted version of
body 1. Figure l(c) shows the details of _he c, .r body B3. The volumes of
bodies l, 2, and 3 were very nearly the same; however, the volume of body 4 was
somewhat smaller. The characteristic cross section of the smaller b_ B4
(fig. l(d)) was similar in shape to the typical cross section of body 1. _ody 5
(no drawing included) was similar to bodies 1 and P in that the cross section
of the forward portion was that of body 2 and of the rearward portion was that
of body 1. The irregularities occurring at the juncture of two different body
shapes were faired at fuselage station 31.70 (80.92). Body 6 (no drawing
included) was the basic body B1 with 6 inches of the fuselage removed from the
body Just ahead of the wing apex.
Wings
The three wings which were tested in the present investigstion are referred
to as WI, W2, and W3. The basic wing W1 was composed of NACA 64A409 airfoil
sections oriented streamwlse. A limited control-effecti.,eness study was made
wlth a spoiler and aileron system on the right panel of WI. Details of the
spoiler and aileron arrangement are shown in figure l(e). The high-llft wing
W2 was identical to W1 with the exception of the full-span leading-edge slat
and double-slotted flaps on W2. Details of the slat and flap system are shown
in figure !(f) and ordinates of the slat, vane, snd flap are presented in
table II. The wing W3 having an aspect rati(_o__ 7.8 was identical in planform
to W1 but differed in airfoil section. _e W3 alrfoLi was composed of NACA
23012 sections oriented streamwise. The W3 configuratlon was eiso tested wlth
lower wing aspect ratios reduced by cllppi_g the tips of the wing. The root
chords of all the test wings were locsted on the bodies at the s:-_mefuselage
station.
Horizontal Tails, Auxiliary Horizontal Tails,
and Vertical Tails
The horizontal tails, auxiliary horizontal tai]s, an, ",c:£cal tails were
composed of NACA 0009 airfoil sections oriented stream_i_ ,. he 0.29 point of
the mean aerodynamic chord of each horizc_taL tall _s _t %_._elagestation
51.20 (130.09) for all the tests in order to maintain r_c,_c._tanthorizontal-tail
moment arm. Figure l(g) shows the details of the horizontal tails.
The positions of the 0.29 point of the mean acz-o_yramicchord of the three
auxiliary horizontal tails were identical with respect to the moment reference
center and the wing reference plane. Details of the auxiliary horizontal tails
are shown in figure l(h).
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The vertical tail was equipped with a rudder which could be deflected 20°.
A &tawing showing the dimensions of the vertical tall with rudder is presented
as figure l(i).
Nacelles
Details of the three test nacelles in the original locations are shown in
figure l(j). The basic nacelles N2 were teste& in several positions other than
the position indicated in figure l(j). Figure l(k) shows the basic nacelles Nz
in the wing-mounted position and figure i(Z) indicates the location of the basic
nacelles in the aft position. In addition to the aforeme_,tionednacelle posi-
tions3 changes were made in the basic nacelle location which consisted of only
a longitudinal relocation. These nacelle positions are _hown in flgure:l(m).
TESTS AND CORRECTTONS .....r,
o :
_ The basic investigation was made in the Langley high-speed 7- by lO-f_ot
tunnel with the slots in the test section closed. Additional tests were con-
ducted at Mach numbers ranging from 0.20 to 0.91 in the Langley transonic
dynamics tunnel, a variable-pressure contlnuous-flow facili_. The average test
conditions in the 7- by lO-foot tunnel during the in'_estlgationwere a fr_e-
stream Mach number of 0.2_1,a free-stream dynam'_cpressure of 65 lb/sq ft
! (3112 N/m2)3 end a Reynolds number based on _ of 0.78 X l06. The average
! test conditions which existed in the transonic dynamics tunnel during the




i M pressure tempe rature R
ib/sq ft N/m2 OF (_
0.20 2 000 95 760 80 299.82 1 0.71 _"lO6
.40 1 150 I 55 062 105 313.71 I .71
•60 850 [ 40 698 130 327.59 ] •71
.80 _40 21 067 120 322.04 .43
, .86 430 I 20 588 120 322.04 •43
t .91 40 1 19 152 .43
The investigation included tests_f six bodies combined with various model
_omponents. All test models were s%l.ngmounted %nd forces and moments were
measured by means of a six-component, strain-gage balance mounted within the
model bodies. _he angle-of-attack range extended from3 at leas,, -5° to 47°.
Transition strips approximately i/8 inch (0.3175 centimeter) wide of No. i00




The angles of a_tack have been corrected for combined deflection of the
sting-support system and balance under load. Pressures at the base of the
bodies were corrected to correspond to the free-stream static pressure. The
axial-force coefficients due to internal skin friction of the nacelles were
cs/culated for each test _._chnumber and were subtracted for all configurations
investigated. Jet-boundary corrections calculated by the method of reference 2
have been applied to the angle-of-attack and drag values obtained from the
investigation in the Langley hlgh-speed 7- by lO-foot tunnel. In addition, the
data obtained in the 7- by lO-foot tunnel were corrected for blockage as deter-
mined by the method of reference 3- The J<t-boundary and blockage corrections
for the tests in the Lamgley trsaisonicdynamics tunnel were found to be
negligible.
Throughout 5he investigation, the test configurations were retested for
each comparison which was made. For example, the basic configuration was
retested when the effect of nacelle size or horizontal-tail size was deter-
mined. Discrepancies which are attributed to balance inaccuracies, slight
errors in horlzontal-tail settings, and model roughness were noted in the
repeat tests. The maximum discrepancies of the longitudinal aerodynamic data
included herein are shown in the following table:
CL .................................. -+0.0100
CD .................................. -+0.0007
Cm (_ =-i0 ° to 20°) ........................ -+O.02
Cm (_ = 2_0° to 90°) ........................ -+0.01
(L/D)mx............................  .i9
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The basic data determined from the investigation are presented in fig-
ures 5 to 30. The effects of several conflguration variables on the longitudi-
nal stability characteristics of the basic configuration _re summarized in
figures 31 to 35-
The longitudinal stability characteristics for each of the test configura-
tions have been included in the data fig_tres;aowever, the lift and d_g results
for all the test configurations are not presented herein. The drag data whJch
are presented were selected on the basis of acceptable repeatability and agree-
ment with estimated values. In most cases, the drag coefficieY_s which were
determined at high angles of attack, that is, angles of attack above approxi-
mately ROo, are not shown in the data f_gu.'es. An outline of the contents of




Effect of model components on longitudinal aerod_n_mic characteristics
of test configurations. M = 0.21; R = 0.78 x1_10 ........... 3
Longitudinal control effectiveness of body 1 configuration without
nacelles (BIVIWIH2). M = 0.2_1; R = 0.78 x i0u ............
Longitudinal control effectivenes_ of body i configuration with
nacelles (BlVlWlN2H2). M = 0.21; R = 0.78 X 106 .......... 5
Longltudinal control effectiveness of bod_ 1 configuration with large
horizontalilsH3 havinga ta_rratiof0._ (BlVlWlN#3_.
M = 0.21;R = 0.78x 106 ......................" " 6
Longitudin_i control effectiveness of bod_ i configuration with
H4 ha 1"large horizontal tails ving a tap 9 ratio of 1.00
(BlVlWlN_)M = 0.21;R = 0._ x i_ ................ 7
Longitud/nai control effectiveness of bod_ 2 configuration
(_VlWlH_2).M = o._;R = 0.78xlOb................ 8
I_ngitudlnal control effectiveness of bed_y 3 configuration
(B3VlWl_2N2).M--o.a;R=0.78xi_ ................ 9
Longitudlnal control effectiveness of body 4 confi_ara_ion without
nacelles (B4VIWIH2). M = O.Pl; R : 0.78 X i0 6 ............ I0
I_ngitudinal control effectiveness of body h cn_Lfiguration with
(B4VlW_2) _i_ -_ l_nacelles . M = O. P, --O.i,_ X ......... ii
Effect of body size and shape on longitudinal btub_lity
characteristics. M = 0.21; R = 0.78 X 106 ........... 12
Effect of fuselage length on longitudinal stability characteristics
of basic configur_tioI_ (BIV!WIII2N2). M = 0.21; R = 0.78 X 106 .... 13
Effec_ of nacelle position on longitudinal stability characteristics
of b_sic configuration (BIVIWIH_N2). M = 0.21; R = 0.78 X 106 .... 14
Effect of nacelle size on longitudinal stability characteristics of
the b_sic configuration (BIVIWIH_N2). M = 0.21; R = 0.78 x l06. .... 15
Effect of horizontal-tail size on longitudinal stability character-
istics of basic configuration (BIVIWIHpN2). M = 0.21;
R = 0.78 x lO6 ..... , ......................_ -------- " 16
Effect of horizontal-tail height on longitudinal stability cha__acter-
istics
of basic configuration (BIVIWIH_2). M = 0.21;
R =0.78>"i06 ............................ l?
Effect of nacelles on longitudinal stability characteristics of
basic conffguration having various horizontal-tail heights.
= o.21;_ =0.78x l_ ....................... 18
Effect of atuxtliary horizontal tails on longitudinal stability
characteristics of basic configuration (BIVIWlH2N2). M = 0.21;
R = 0.78 X 10 6 ...... .--...-- .-- --. -- . - .- - _- 19





Effect of wing flaps and slats on longitudi_! aerodynamic character-
Istics of basic configuration _BIVIWINgHz_ M = 0.21;
R 0 78 106 "---- --" 21
Effect of rudder deflection on longitudinal and lateral stability
characteristics of basic configuration .('DIVIWIH_2 ). M = 0.21;
R = 0.78 xlO 6 .......................... 22
Effect of right wing aileron deflection on longitudinal and lateral
stability characteristics of basic conflguratiou (BIVIWIH2N2_,.\ -- /
M = 0.21; R = 0.78 x i0° 23• • • • • • • • • • • • e • . • . • . • . • .
Effect of right wlr_ aileron and spoiler deflections on longitudinal
and lateral stability characteristics of basic co,Lfiguratlon
(BIVIWlH_2) 21;l, 078 lO6 2_. M=O. = • X ..............
Effect of wing aspect z-_tloon longitudinal aerodynamic nhaz_cter-
isticsofbasic_onfi_tlonwlth_ing5 (BlVlW_2_-
M = o.21; R= 0.78 x lO6 ....................... " -- '
Static lateral and directional stability characteristics of basic
configuration (BIVIWIH2N2). M = 0.21; R = 0.78 X 106 ........ 26
Effect of wing airfoil section on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of basic configuration (BIVIWIN2H2) for
R = 0.71 X i_ at M = 0.40 and 0.60 and
R = 0.45 x 106 at M = 0.80, 0.$6, and 0.91 .............. 27
Effect of Mach number on longitudinal control effectiveness of
BIVIWIN2R9 forbasic configuration ( _)
R = 0.71 x 106 at M = 0 _0 and 0.60 and
R = 0.43 x lO6 at M = 0.80, 0.8_, and 0,91.............. 28
Effect of Mach number on longitudinal control effectiveness of
wing 3 configuration _,.,(B1V1W3N2H2_for
R = 0.71 X i_ at M = 0.20, 0.40; aug 0.60 and
R = 0._3 X i_ at M = 0.86 and 0.91 ............
• . • • • • C 2
Effect of auxiliary horizontal tail on longitudinal aerodynamic charac-
teristics of basic configuration (BIVIWIN2H2)at..Ma.ch.n.um:e:sranging fr m 0.20 to 0.60. R = 0.71 X 106 .... . 30
Effect of body size and shspe on longitudinal stability character-
Is_ics of basic conflgur:tlon (BIVI4IN_H2_. M = 0.21;
R-0.78 xlo 6 ............................" - --' 51
Effect of nacelle position on longitudinal _tabillty characteristics
o.-basiconft_ratlon(BlhWIN#2)M =0.21;_ =0.78x l_ .... 52
Effect of horizontal-tall height, at a constant pltehing-monent arm,
on longltudlrL_l.,tabi._Itych&racterlstlcs of bas.4.configuration




Effect of horizontal-tall size, at a constant horizontal-tail arm,
on longitudinal stability characteristle_ of configuration (BIVIWIN2).
M = O.el;R : 0.78:."Io ........... 34
E£fect of auxiliary horizontal tails on'lo_Itu_inalstability
characterlstic_ of basic configulmtion (BIVIWIN2H2). M = 0.21;
R : 0.78× lO6 .......................... 35
DISu_SSION
The basic results of tl}einvestigation, shown in figures 3 to 30 are pre-
sented without detailed analysis fu order to expedite the publication of the
data. It should be remembered in using these data that all the results con-
talned herein have been referred to a moment center located at the 0._0 point
of the'mean aerodynamic chord of the basic wil%B. The summaI_ figures (figs. 31
to 35) have been prepared to emphasize the effects of the configuration varia-
bles on the longltuaira_! stability characteristics of the basic high-tail con-
figuration. The discussion contained herein is restricted to the summary
curves and pertains only to the longitudinal s_ability charecteristlcs of
several of the test configurations at a Mach number of 0.21. which corresponds
to a Reynolds number of 0.78 X 106.
A comparison of the longitudinal stability characteristics for the basic
B1 configuration snd the small B4 configuration, both with and without the
horiTontal tail, is shown in figure 3]- IL will be noted from figure 31 that
the smaller body B4 configtu-ationis less unsts.blethan *..hebasic body B1 con-
figuration, both with and without the horizontal tail. In additieu, a com-
parlson of the pitching-moment curves for cor_figurationsB1 and B4 indicates
that, at an al_le of attack of about 34°, the increment in pitching-moment
coefficient between the taiL-off curve and the tail-on curve at each fuselage
size is approximately equal, au indication that the larger fuselage is equally
destabilizing with or without the horizontal tail. The difference in the lon-
gitudinal stability characteristics of the two configurations, therefore, is
attributed primarily _o direct forebody lift rather than to changes in the flow
environment (wake effect) at the horizontal tail.
The effects of nacelle position on the longitudinal stability characteris-
tics of the basic configuration are summarized in figure 32. An examination
or the pltching-moment curves for the basic configuration, shown in the center
of the figure, indicates that the nacelle-pylon combination generally provldes
a larger negative moment between angles of attack of 8° and E9°. At angles of
attack above 29°, however, the nacelle arrangement is destabilizing, a result
indicating a significant effect of the nacelles on the flow environment at the
horizontal tail. The longitudinal stability characteristics of the basic con-
figuration with several other nacelle arrangements are shown in figure 32 to
illustrate the improvements in pitchlng-moment characteristics which can be
achieved by relocating the nacelles. For inst_uce, the results for the
I]
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configuration with the nacelles in the aft position show that fuselage-mounted
nacelles may be added with essentially no effect on pitch.
The effect of horizontal-tail height on the longitudinal stability char-
acteristics of the basic configuration is shown in figure 33. These res_lts
at low angle of attack are i'zgeneral agreement with past research on the T-tail
problem, at an angle of attack of about 40°, however, these data show a steady
tendency of the pitch curves (it = 0o) to approach the tail-off curve as tail
height increases.
The effect of adding horlzontal-tall area to the basic high-tail configura-
t_4onwhile maintaining the same horizontal-tail arm and height is shown in fig-
ure 3_. A comparison of the pitchlng-moment curves for the basic configuration
aud for the basic configuration having a larger horizontal tail indicates that
the additional horizontal-tail area resulted in a sizable increase in the sta-
bility level of the basic configuration throughout the angle-of-attack range
and eliminated the nose-up pitching moment at high angles of attack. The losses
in longitudinal stability, however, resulting from the impingement of the wake
system on the horizontal tails were very nearly the same for the two configura-
tiomq. Figure 39 shows the effect of additional low-horizontal-tall area, in
the form of auxiliary horizontal tails, on the longitudinal stability character-
istics of the basic configuration. The auxiliary horizontal tails were placed
on the after fuselage, slightly above the wing-chord plane ex_ended, with the
0._ puint of the mean aerodynamic chord of each auxiliary tail st the same
fuselage station. (See fig. l(h).) As shown in figure 35, the additional low-
horizontal-tail area was effective in alleviating the "pitch-up" tendency of
the basic configuration at angles of attack above the wing stall. An assess-
ment of the effect of the additional low-horizontal-tail area, as compared with
the effect of the additional hlgh-horizontc&-tail area, can be made from the
results shown in figures 34 and 35. Values given in table I show that the
difference between the horizontal-tail area of the basic configuration with the
medium high tall H2 and the configuration with the large high tail H3 (fig. 3_)
was approximately equal to the difference in horizontal-tail area between the
basic configuration and the basic configuration with the auxiliary horizontal
tail HA2 (fig. 39). A comparison of the pitching-moment results for those con-
figurations (BIVIWIN2_3 and BIVIWIN2H2_A2 ) indicates that the additional 1OW-l
horizontal-tall area, at a somewhat shorter moment arm, was more effective past
the _._ngstall than the additional high-horizontal~tail area. This effect was
expected since the auxiliary horizontal tails are not immersed in the wake
system of the configuration at the higher ar_les of attack.
CONCLUDING R_NARKS
The results of the study have indica_ed that the pitching-moment non-
linearity past the stall of the wing resulted primarily from the nacelle wake
which envelops the horizontal tail at high angles of attack. 'Fnefuselage-
forebody lift also influenced the pitch curve at high angles of attack past the
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shall of the wing. Increases in fuselage cross-section size and forebody
length aggravated the post-stall pitch nonlinearity.
Increased horizontal-tail size favorably affected the post-stall pitch
curve. Auxiliary horizontal--_;ail surfaces located low on the after part of the
fuselage provided a similar but more pronounced linearizing effect. Signifi-
cant improvements in the post-stall pitching-moment characteristics were
obtained by relocating the aft-nounted nacelles to positions where the nacelles
were shielded by the wake of the wing or fuselage.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., July 22, 1965.
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TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL COMPOHENTS
Body i (basic), body 2, and body 5:
Length...................... 49.5Oin. (125.73_)
Maximum width .................. 5.80 in. ( 14.75 cm)
Maximum height .................. 6.50 in. ( 16.51 cm)
Body3:
Length ........................ 49.50 in. (125.73 cm)
.Maximumwidth ................. 6.00 in. ( 15.m cm)
Maximum height .................... 6.00 in. ( 15.m cm)
Fineness ratio ................... 8.26
Boay 4:
Length ........................ 49.50 in. (129.73 cm)
Maximum width ................. 4.24 in. ( I0.77 cm)
Maximum height .................... 5.62 in. ( i'_.28cm)
Bo<y6:
Length........................ 45.50in. (11o.49cm)
Maximum width ................... 5.80 in. ( 14.73 c-'.)
Maximum height .................. 6.50 in. ( 16.51 cm)
Wing i (basic):
Leadlng-edge sweep .................. 28°
Span ........................ 46.40 in. (117.86 em)
Root chord ...................... 9.50 in. ( 24.13 cm)
Tip chord ..................... 2.40 in. ( 6.10 cm)
Mean aerodynamic chord ................ 6.69 in. ( 16.99 cm)
Area ......................... 1.92 sq ft (0.178_ m2)
Aspect ratio .................... 7.8
Airfoil section ............... NACA 64A409
Wlng 3 (aspect ratio 7.8):
Leadlng-edge sweep .................. 28°
Span ......................... 46.40 in. (i].7.86cm)
Root chord ...................... 9.50 in. ( 24.13 cm)
Tip chord ..................... 2.40 in. ( 6.10 cm)
Mean aerodynamic chord ................ 6.69 in. ( 16.99 cm)
Area ......................... 1.92 sq ft (0.1784 m2)
Airfoil section ................... NACA 23012
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TABLE I.- GEOMEYRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL COMPONENTS - Continued
Wing 3 (aspect ratio 6.§):
Leading-edge sweep .................. 28°
Span ........................ 41.40 In. (109.16 cm)
Root chord ................... 9.50 in. ( 24.13 cm)
Tip chord ....................... 3.20 in. ( 8.13 cm)
Mean aerodynamic chord ............... 6.87 in. ( 17.45 am)
Area ......................... 1.83 sq ft (0.1700 m2)
Airfoil section .................. NACA 25012
Wing 3 (aspect ratio 5.29):
Leadlng-edge sweep .................. 280
Span ......................... 39.40 in. ( 89.92 cm)
Root chord ..................... 9.50 in. ( 24.13 cm)
Tip chord .................... 3.90 in. ( 9.91 am)
Mean aerodynamic chord ................ 7.09 in. ( 18.01 cm)
Area ........................ 1.65 sq ft (0.1553 m2)
Airfoil section ................. NACA 23012
Wing 3 (aspect ratio 4.0):
Leadlng-edge sweep .................. 280
Span ......................... 29.O0 in. ( 73.66 cm)
Root chord .................... 9.50 in. ( 24.13 am)
Tip chord ...................... 4.73 in. ( 12.01 am)
Mean aerodynamic chord ................ 7.38 in. ( 18.79 cm)
Area ......................... 1.43 sq ft (0.1329 mR)
Airfoil section ................... NACA 23012
Horizontal tall i:
Leading-edge sweep .................. 38°
Span......................... 14.ooin.( 35.56cm)
Root chord ...................... 5.19 in. ( 13.08 am)
Tip chord .................... 1.52 in. ( 3.86 cm)
Mean aerod_n18micchord .............. 3.67 in. ( 9.32 am)
Area ........................ [ 0.32 sq ft (0.0297 m2)
Aspect ratio ................ "..... 4.3
Taper ratio ..................... O.29
St/S ......................... 0.17
Airfoil section .................. NACA 0009
Horizontal tail 2 (basic):
Leading-edge sweep .................. 380
Span ......................... 16.12 in. ( 40.9_ cm)
Root chord ...................... 5.82 in. ( 1_.78cm)
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TABLE I.- GEOMETE,IC CHARADTER!STICS OF MODEL CC_PONENTS - Continued
Tip chord ...................... 1.67 in. ( 4.m am)
Mean aerodynamic chord ............... 4.13 in. ( 10.49 cm)
Area ...................... 0.42 sq ft (0.0390 m2)
Aspect ratio .................. 4.3
Tape_ ratio ..................... O.29
%/s ........................ 0.22
Airfoil section ................. NACA 0009
Horizontal tail 3:
Leading-edge sweep ................. 380
Span ........................ 18.80 in. ( 47.73 cm)
Root chord .................... 6.90 in. ( 17.53 cm)
Tip chord................... 2.00in.( 5.08am)
Mean aerodynamic chord .............. 4.90 in. ( 12.45 cm)
Area ........................ 0.58 sq ft (0.0939 m 2)
Aspect ratio .................... 4.3
Taper ratio ..................... O.29
_/s ........................ 0.30
Airfoil section ................... NACA 0009
Horizontal tall 4:
Leading-edge sweep ................. 15°
Span .............. , ......... 18.80 in. ( 47.75 am)
Root chord ................... 4.04 in. ( 10.26 cm)
Tipchord...................... 4.04in.( 10.26am)
Mean aerodynamic chord ............... 4.04 in. ( 10.26 am)
Area ........................ 0.53 sq ft (0.0492 m2)
Aspect ratio .................... 4.6
Taper ratio .................... 1.O0
st/s ........................ o._
Airfoil section ..... , ............ NACA 0009
Auxiliary horizontal tail i:
Leadlng-edge sweep .......... 60°
Span (not including b_ intercepti ......... 3.66 in. ( 9.30 am)
Root chore(atbody Juncture) ............ 4.35 in. ( 11.05 am)
Tipchord...................... 2.00in.( 3.08am)
Mean aerodynamic chord ............... 3.32 in. ( 8.43 am)
Area (not including body intercept) ......... 0.08 sq ft (0.0074 m2)
Aspect ratio ................... I.2
Taper ratio ..................... 0.46
Sa/S......... , .............. 0.04
Airfoil section ................... NACA 0009
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TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL COMPONENTS - Conclud_i
Auxiliary horizontal tail 2:
Leading-edge sweep ............. 60o
Sp_n (not including body intercept) .... . .... 5.90 in. ( 14.99 cm)
Root chord (at body Juncture) ............ 5.72 in. ( 14.53 cm)
Tipchora...................... 2.00in.( 5.08am)
Mean aerod_uuamlcchord ............... 4.16 in. ( 10.57 am)
Area (not including body intercept) ......... 0.16 sq ft (0.0149 m2)
Aspect ratio ................ 1.5
Taper ratio ..................... 0.35
sa/s......................... 0.08
Airfoil section .................. NACA 0009
Auxiliary horizontal tail 3"
Leading-edge sweep ............. 60o
Span (not including body ilercept) ......... 7.80 in. ( 19.81 cm)
Root chord (at body Juncture) ............ 7.00 in. ( 17.78am)
_ip chord ..................... 2.00in. ( 5.08 am)
Mean aerodynamic chord ................ 4.96 in. ( 12.60 cm)
Area (not including body intercept) ......... 0.24 sq ft (0.0223 m2)
Aspect ratio .................... 1.8
Taper ratio .................... O.29
Sa/S ......................... O.13
Airfoil section ................... NACA 0009
Vertical tail i (basic):
Leading-edge sweep .................. 38-°
Area ........................ 0.36 sq ft (0.0334 mR)
! Airfoil section .................. NACA 0009
i_ Nacelle i:
i_ Length 8 13 in ( 20 65 cm)• • • • • • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
i Maximum diameter ................... 2.O0 in. ( 5.08 am)
i Inlet diameter .................... 1.29 in. ( 3.18 cm)
Exit diameter .................... 1.29 in. ( 3.18 am)
! i
_ Nacelle 2:
Leith 915in ( 23m am)i • • • • • • • _ @ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
! Max_ diameter ................... 2.30 in. ( 5.8_ am)
am)Inlet diameter 1 50 _n ( 3 81• • • • • • • • • _ @ • • • • • • • • • • • •
Exit diameter .................... 1.50 in. ( 3.81 am)
Nacelle 3:
Length .......................... Ii.44 in. ( 29.06 cm)
Maximum diameter ................... 2.88 in. ( 7.32 am)
Inlet diameter . ................... 1.75 in. ( 4.45 am)
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(k) Nacelle 2 in wing-mounted position.
Figure i.- _ ntinued.
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(a) Basic configuration in I_.ngleyhigh-speed 7 [ by lO-foot tunnel.
L-6_-I0,890
(b) Basic configuration with la__e auxiliary horizontal tail in Langley tr_nsonif:dynamics
tunnel.
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(b) Variation of CL with _ _na CD _Itb CL.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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(c) Variation of L/D with CL.
Fig_re 25 - Concluded.
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Figure 26.- Static lateral and directional stability sharacteristies of basic configuration
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(a) Variationof Cm with _ and CL.
Figure29.- F_fect of Mach numberon longitudinalcontroleffectivenessof wing 3 configura-
tion (BIVIW3N2H2). R = 0.71 x l06 at M = 0.20, 0.40, and 0.60; R - 0.43X lO6 at















(a) Variation of Cm ;,ith _ and CL.
Figure 30.- Effect of auxiliary horizontal tsil on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
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Figure 31.- Effect of body size and shape olllongitudinal stability characteristics-of
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Figure 32.- Effect of nacelle position on longitudinal stability characteristics of basic
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Figure 33-- Effect of horizontal-tall height, at a constgnt pltchlng-moment arm, on longl-
tudlnal stability characteristics of basic configuration (BIVIWIN2H2). M = 0.21;





Figure 3_.- Effect of horizontal-tall size, at zonstant horlzontal-tall arm, on longitudinal
stability characteristics of configuration BIVIWIN 2. M = 0.21; R = 0.78 x lO 6.
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